
EVENT INTELLIGENCE

Hotels will never miss out on an event again.
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Brands on board



2
of the 3 largest Hiltons in the world are our clients 

(The New York Hilton Midtown and the Hilton San Francisco Union Square)
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EVENT INTELLIGENCE

“We have two properties in Vienna. At that time we didn’t have access to Event 

Intelligence. There was a group cancellation in one of them which reduced occupancy 

in the property from 80% to 40%. The revenue manager panicked and quickly filled 

those rooms at low rates. It turned out that there was a 5 day event which filled the city 

for that period. We lost an estimated over those 5 days in ADR.”

- Anonymous 
Director of Revenue Management, EMEA

€20,000

A Client story
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EVENT INTELLIGENCE
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Problems hotels face 
regarding forward 
looking event data:

Lack of forward looking event data 
to identify compression dates

Missed revenue opportunities

Unexpected sell out at low rates

Collection of forward looking 
event data is time consuming and 
cumbersome

Lack of forward looking sales 
prospecting tools

The problem
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Never missing out on 
compression dates

Meeting and exceeding RGI 
expectations

Securing revenue

Having control over inventory

Identifying future business 
leads

Saving time

The solution
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Solution:



Revenue management upside 1/2

Evaluating RFPs
If you know that your direct competitors 
are already hosting an event at the time 

of the request, you will have the 
leverage.

Strategic planning
When you are doing their yearly or 

quarterly budgeting, you can identify 
compressed dates in advance. You can 
see if new conferences are coming to 

the city or if last year’s are going 
someplace else. You can set the right 

RGI targets and hit them.

Tactical planning
You will know which dates to keep an 

eye on that are likely to have market 
compression. You will never sell out 
rooms at low rates on compressed 

dates again.
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Revenue management upside 2/2
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Give context to STR reports
See what caused market compression 
(or lack of compression), get context 

next to the numbers, be able to answer 
questions immediately.

Eliminate FOMO
Eliminate the fear of missing out on 

revenue opportunities.

Price more confidently
When seeing a date that is picking up 
more quickly, you can make confident 

decisions.

FOMO



Prospecting events, organisers
You can see what kind of events are 

taking place at your competitors. You 
can approach event organisers in 
advance. You can be ahead of the 

competition, who are working from 
retrospective, readerboard service 

data.

Jumping on TBA events
There are multiple events per year in 

your destination, that have been 
announced but don’t have a venue yet. 
Get in the race to bring them to your 

hotel.

Getting on event websites
You can contact event organisers 

directly to list your hotel as 
recommended for an event. 

TBA

Sales upside 1/2
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Visibility on non-readerboard
venues

See venues that readerboard services 
don’t even know about. Bring business 

from venues that your competitor 
hotels don’t even know exist.

Prospecting ICW events
You can prospect events that are 

happening in conjunction with (ICW) 
larger events. You can fill your meeting 

rooms during compression days.

Get VIP business
For luxury hotels: prospect large 

events and bring in the VIP guests
from these events. 

ICW

Sales upside 2/2
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VIP



Planning marketing activities
You can plan marketing activities and 
marketing spend by having a full view 
of events relevant to you for years in 

advance.

Marketing upside

Getting direct online bookings
Event information can be used to 

improve SEO and to set up AdWords 
campaigns. You can increase your 

share of direct bookings.
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EVENT INTELLIGENCE Benefits – 1/2

2. Our content team goes to extreme lengths to ensure the quality of 
data, each event goes through 3 content team members (data entry, 
cross-check, review) before we upload it to our database

Data entry Cross check Review

1. We are only collecting events that are relevant to hotels. You 
won’t find event clutter in our solution. An event qualifies to be in our 
database only if it results in room night demand, or the venue is a 
hotel.
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4. You can forward events to your colleagues via e-mail with 2 
clicks, using our built-in e-mail forwarding tool

3. Measurable ROI from day one (see our case study with the 
InterContinental Vienna on slide 17) €48,019

In incremental revenue in 3 months, as reported by the InterContinental Vienna



EVENT INTELLIGENCE Benefits – 2/2

5. We ensure communication between your sales team, using our 
internal commenting tool

6. Event filters allow you to find the events that are the most relevant 
for you in our database
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EVENT INTELLIGENCE

Keeping track of relevant events

Our Event Intelligence solution constantly keeps
track of all relevant local Events (Conferences, 

Congresses, Concerts, Sports Events, etc.)  and 
feeder market Events (Public holidays, Religious 

holidays, etc.) for years in advance.

Basic Event Information

On the Name-, From- and To Dates-, Location-, 
Estimated participation number- and Official

Website of events.

Event information is vital
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EVENT INTELLIGENCE

Revenue Management Information

Information on: Event Category, Past Event 
occurrences, Event entry fees, Official Event hotels 

and their offered rates.

Sales Prospecting Information

Information on the Event  organiser organisation, 
Person responsible for the organisation of the event 
and their title, Direct e-mail and telephone contact 

details to the event organiser.

Gain an edge over your competition
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EVENT INTELLIGENCE

Calendar view – Event impact colour coding

With colour coding according to event impact, you can identify 
the days with the highest event-related demand compression.

Calendar view for identifying demand compression
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EVENT INTELLIGENCE

Events displayed on Google Maps

Your hotel and event venues are displayed in Google Maps, so you can see what is 
going on around you.

Know what’s going on around you
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EVENT INTELLIGENCE
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Case study

CASE STUDY
How The InterContinental Vienna increased its RGI by 
2.39% on event days identified with Event Intelligence 
and how its sales team acquired £34,211 of new 
business within the first 3 months of use 2.39%

Increase in RGI on event days 
identified by Event 

Intelligence in the first 3 
months of use

€48,019
Incremental revenue 

achieved in the first 3 months 
of use

The results
(In the first 3 months of use)

- Growing market share as a result of better business 
intelligence (e.g. information on pressure days to 
achieve better yielding)

- Positive cost-effect due to efficient planning (payroll, 
etc.)

“The system is mainly used by the Hotel’s core sales & revenue team. It helps to 
evaluate new group requests and to optimise new contracts. The very user 
friendly system can be used by any colleague, there was no real training 
required due to the easy accessibility.

The InterContinental Vienna is very satisfied with this system and recommends it 
to all hotels lacking similar tools to purchase RateMate Event Intelligence.“

Ádám Kühtreiber, Revenue Manager, InterContinental Vienna

The challenge
Lack of forward looking event 
data on compression dates

Collection of forward looking
event data is time consuming 
and cumbersome

Shortage of forward looking
sales prospecting tools for the 
sales team

The solution
RateMate Event Intelligence was 
implemented and put to work in one 
day. The solution helped with:

Daily Pricing/ Yielding decisions

Forecasting and Business Reports

Evaluating impact of city-wide and 
local events

Acquisition of new MICE clients 
through sales prospecting

2.39% Increase in RGI on event days 
identified by Event Intelligence

Incremental revenue from ADR 
increase on event periods 
discovered with Event 
Intelligence

Incremental revenue from sales 
prospecting

Hours saved

€37,400

Revenue management

Sales

Other

54
Time saved

€10,619
…and counting



ROI

€77.4
Revenue management upside 

per year per room

€88.0
Lead generation upside per 

year per sqm
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Tel: +44 792 1330 5439

www.eventintelligence.travel

London office: LotusWise Suite, Ferrari House, 258 Field End Road, Eastcote, 
Middlesex, HA4 9UU, United Kingdom

E-mail: sales@eventintelligence.travel |
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Contact us


